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1. Introduction 
The concept of classical orthogonal polynomials changed quite drastically during the last decade ( cf. 
Andrews and Askey [I]). The present consensus about what should be included in this class can be 
neatly summarized in the Askey scheme of lcypergeometric orthogonal polynomials, cf. Askey and Wil-
son [4, Appendix], Labelle [27] and §5, Table 3 in the present paper. A remarkable aspect of this 
scheme are the arrows indicating limit transitions between the various families of orthogonal polyno-
mials, starting at the top with the Wilson and Racah polynomials and ending at the bottom with the 
Hermite polynomials. 
Almost all members of the Askey scheme have group theoreretic interpretations. The present 
paper gives a partial survey of these connections with group theory, but, at the same time, it tries to 
illustrate a philosophy and a research program. The philosophy consists of the following: 
1. Almost any identity for special functions in, say, the Bateman project [12], [13] has a deeper mean-
ing in (i) the harmonic analysis of orthogonal systems of special functions and (ii) some group 
theoretic context. 
2. The Askey scheme is a subgraph of a much bigger scheme of families of unitary integral 
transforms with hypergeometric kernels. From this point of view the selection criterium that these 
kernels should be of polynomial nature is quite arbitrary. 
3. The integral transforms occurring in the (extended) Askey scheme can be grouped together in tri-
ples (in many different ways) such that the three transforms in a triple, when performed successively, 
yield identity. The limit transitions in the scheme often extend to limit transitions for these triples. 
The research program naturally follows from this philosophy. Its main task is to make the three 
above items concrete and to fill them in as completely as possible. Partly this can be done by a 
search through the literature, partly new research is needed. However, there are also related problems 
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of more fundamental nature, for instance the following one: 
The spectral theory of second order difference operators on Z+ and of second order differential 
operators on an interval (possibly with singularities at the end points) is quite well understood nowa-
days. The first theory is closely related to the general theory of orthogonal polynomials and the 
second theory to the integral transform theory with respect to the eigenfunctions of a second order 
differential operator, cf. for instance Trimeche [32]. Classical orthogonal polynomials p,Jx) are not 
only eigenfunctions of a difference operator in n but also of a second order diferentiafOr difference 
operator in x. "Classical" eigenfunctions 'f>A(t) of a second order differential operator in t are also 
eigenfunctions of a second order differential or difference operator in A. What would be helpful, but 
is still missing, is a general spectral theory of second order difference operators, not just on Z + , but 
also on C, with the difference operator being analytic, possibly with singularities. Recent work by 
Ruijsenaars [29], related to completely integrable systems in relativistic quantum mechanics, also 
shows the need for such a theory. 
The guiding formula for this paper is an identity yielding Wilson polynomials as Jacobi function 
transforms of Jacobi polynomials, cf. Koomwinder [24, §9], [26] and formula (4.20) in the present 
paper. We gradually approach this identity in sections 2, 3 and 4, starting with formulas which con-
tain a differential operator Pk(i d / dt), where Pk is an orthogonal polynomial (based on joint work 
with E. Badertscher [6]). At the end of §4 we have already seen some illustration of the philosophy 
developed above and we are now ready to discuss in §5 the Askey scheme and its possible extensions. 
Until here, not much group theory did enter, except some in §3. In section 6 we discuss some funda-
mental ways to construct orthogonal systems from group representations. The rest of the paper gives 
examples of these constructions which yield orthogonal systems of hypergeometric functions fitting 
into the (extended) Askey scheme: at the end of §6 for SU(2) and the Euclidean motion group 
I 0 (Ui2), in §7 for the discrete series representations of SL(2,R) (following Basu and Wolf [7]), in §8 
the Hahn and Racah polynomials and, finally, in §9 the Wilson polynomials, where the above-
mentioned identity finds its proper setting. 
The group theoretic interpretations discussed in this paper only use SU(2), SL(2,R), J 0(Ui2), the 
rotation groups and the generalized Lorentz groups. By lack of space and time many other groups 
relevant for the Askey scheme are not discussed here, for instance the Heisenberg group and the sym-
metric group. We also avoided discussion of q-Wilson polynomials, mainly because known group 
theoretic interpretations for orthogonal polynomials of q-hypergeometric type are restricted to Cheval-
ley groups and homogeneous trees. 
The analysis in this paper remains at the formal level. The convergence of series and integrals, 
the precise sense in which one family of the Askey scheme approximates another family and the 
interpretation of inner products of distributions are not considerd here. However, the author is 
preparing a paper, where these questions will be dealt with. 
2. Continuous Hahn polynomials: Playing around with some remarkable formulas 
Consider Bessel functions 
(Vitt 2 h(t) : = k ! oF 1 (k + 1 ; - 14 t ) 
of order k =O, 1,2, · · · with integral representation 
'IT 
Jk(t) = '17'-1 i-k J eilcosifi cos(kifl)do/ 
0 
(cf. [12, Vol.2, 7.3(2)]). Substitute the expression for the Chebyshev polynomial 
Tk(cos o/) : = cos(ko/) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
in (2.2) and make the change of variable x : = cos 1" in the integral. Then we obtain 
1 
Jk(t) = '11'-1 i-k J eitx Tk(x)(l-x2)-~ dx. 
-1 
In particular, for k =O: 
1 
Jo(t) = '11'-l J eitx(l-x2)-~dx. 
-1 
3 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Let us now build from the polynomial Tk the differential operator with constant coefficients 
Tk( - id / dt). If we let this operate on (2.5) then we obtain 
1 
Tk(-i d / dt)Jo(t) = w- 1 J eitx Tk(x)(l-x2)-~ dx. 
-1 
Hence, in view of (2.4), we get the curious formula 
Tk(-i d I dt)J 0(t) = ik Jk(t). (2.6) 
Observe that, by (2.5), J 0 is the Fourier transform of the orthogonality measure for which the polyno-
mials Tk are orthogonal. 
We try to play the same game with the associated Legendre functions 
k ·- i-kf(i;\.+k+1h) k Pa,-~(cht).- k!f(i;\.-k+1h) (sht) 
X 2F1(i;\.+k +1h, -i;\.+k +1h; k + 1; -(sh(1ht))2), (2.7) 
where t ER, AEC, k EZ+, with integral representation 
(iA+ 1h)k 'IT • P/5..-~ (eh t) = k 1 J (eh t + sh t cos 1">1°"-~ cos(ki/l)di/l 
'11' • 0 
(2.8) 
(cf. [12, 3.6(1), 3.7(14)]). Make again the substitution (2.3) in (2.8) and make the change of variable 
thy : = -cos 1" in the integral. Then (2.8) becomes 
(-lf(i;\.+1h)k CX) • • P/5..-~(ch t) = wk! J (ch(t-y))'"-~ Tk(thy)(chy)-'"-~ dy, (2.9) 
-oo 
which we recognize as a convolution product on R. In particular, for the Legendre function 
P;J..-~ : = P;~-~ we obtain 
CX) 
P;J..-~(ch t) = w- 1 J (ch(t-y)i"-~ (chy)-iJ..-~ dy. (2.10) 
-oo 
Hence 
CX) 
(id I dtf PiJ..-~(ch t) = w- 1 J (ch(t -y)i"-~ (id/ dyf (chy)-iJ..-~ dy. 
-oo 
One easily proves by induction with respect to k that 
(chyiH~ (id/ dyf (chy)-iJ..-~ = (-if (i;\.+1h)k (thyf +lower degree in thy. 
It follows that, for each AEC with -i;\.-1h <£. Z+ there are unique polynomials Pk of degree k such 
that 
(2.11) 
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For these polynomials we conclude: 
Pk(i d / dt)Po,-1/i(ch t) = const. Pfx-1/z(ch t). (2.12) 
We will show that the polynomials Pk are orthogonal on Ill with respect to a weight function w 
which can be explicitly determined. Observe from (2.7) that the function t 1-+ Pfx-1/i (cht) has a zero 
of order k at 0. Let / <k. Then 
0 = const. (id/ dt)1 Pf>..-1/z(ch t) L=o 
= (id/ dti Pk(i d / dt)P;x-'lz(ch t) L=o 
00 
= (2'1T)- 1 J p/pk(p.)w(p.)dµ,, 
-oo 
where 
00 
w(p.) = J P;x-1/i(ch t)eip.t dt 
-oo 
= (?T)- 1 [1 (eh ti>..-'li eip.t dtl [_I (eh t)-iX-1/z eip.t dtl 
by (2.10). Hence, by [12, 1.5(26)] we obtain 
w(p.) = const. f(1h(iµ.+O, +1h)) f(1h(-iµ.+iA + 1/2)) 
X f(1h(iµ.-iA+ 1h))f(1h(-iµ.-iA + 1h)). (2.13) 
Here, for convergence of the integrals, we require that I Im A I <1h. It follows that the polynomials Pk 
are orthogonal on Ill with respect to the weight function w. In particular, if A E Ill U ( -1hi, 1hi) then 
this weight function is positive. The polynomials orthogonal with respect to the weight function given 
by (2.13) are particular cases of the continuous symmetric Hahn polynomials 
P ( ·ab) ·= ik F [-k, k+2a+2b-l, a-ix I iJ k x , , · 3 2 a + b, 2a ' (2.14) 
which are orthogonal on Ill with respect to the weight function x 1-+ I f(a +ix )f(b +ix) 12 (a,b >0 or 
b =a, Rea>O), cf. Askey and Wilson [3]. From this reference we find that our polynomials Pk can 
be written as 
pk(p.) = const. Pk(1hµ.; 1/.i + 1hiA, 1/.i-1hiA) 
- const z·k F [-k, k, lf.i+1hiA-1hiµ. I 1] 
- • 3 2 1h , lh + iA . (2.15) 
So, similarly as with (2.6), the function t 1-+ P;x-'lz(ch t) in (2.12) is the Fourier transform of the 
orthogonality measure for which the polynomials Pk in (2.12) are orthogonal. 
We now have three formulas of the same structure: 
Jk(t) = const. Tk(i d / dt)J 0(t), (2.16) 
PA.-'li (eh t) = const. Pk(1hi d / dt; lf.i+ 1hiA, 1.4-1hiA) P;x-'lz(ch t), (2.17) 
P:(cos 8) = const. Qk(1hn + 1hi d / d(); -1h, -1h, n) Pn(cos 0). (2.18) 
Here (2.17) is obtained from (2.12) and (2.15), while (2.18) is obtained from (2.17) by taking iA-1h as 
an integer;;;;a.k and by taking t purely imaginary. Then Pn in (2.18) becomes the Legendre polynomial 
while 
5 
Qk(1hn +Ihm; -1h, -1h, n) := 3F2 [-k' kth ~~~ -l/2m j 1) (2.19) 
is a special Hahn po'!ynomial, orthogonal on { - n, - n + 2, ... , n} with respect to the weights 
(1hhn +~m (1h)~n-~m 
Wm = (1hn +1hm)!(1hn -Ihm)!' (2.20) 
~ 
cf. Karlin and McGregor [19] except for the standardized notation, which is given in Askey and Wil-
son [4]. Note that the weights Wm are the Fourier coefficients of Pn(cos fJ): 
Pn(cos fJ) = ~ Wm eimB, (2.21) 
m=-n, -n+2, ... ,n 
cf. Szego [31, (4.9.19)]. 
Formula (2.16) is a limit case of both (2.17) and (2.18): Replace t (or fJ) by ;x.- 1 t (or n-1 fJ) and 
let A~oo (or n~oo). 
3. Orthogonal polynomials of argument id! dt: A group theoretic interpretation 
Corresponding to the formulas (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), respectively, we consider the Lie groups G = 
I 0(R2), S00(1,2) and S0(3). Here I 0(R2) is the group of orientation preserving Euclidean motions of 
R2 , S00(1,2) is the connected component of the group of linear transformations of R3 which leave 
invariant the quadratic form - x 2 + y 2 + z 2 and SO (3) the group of rotations around the origin in R3 • 
These groups G have natural transtive actions on certain spaces D, i.e., respectively, on R2 , on a sheet 
of the hyperboloid - x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 and on the unit sphere S2 in R3 • In all cases the subgroup K of 
G leaving some point of 0 fixed is isomorphic to S0(2), the group of rotations of the circle. So D can 
be identified with the homogeneous space G / K. 
By a unitary representation 'IT of G on a Hilbert space X(=X('IT)) we mean a mapping 'IT of G into 
the group of unitary transformations of X which is a group homomorphism (i.e. 'IT(g 1g 2) = '1T(gi)'IT(g2 ) 
for all g 1 ,g2 eG) and which is strong'/y continuous (i.e. for all v eX the mapping g ~ 'IT(g)v: G~X is 
continuous). 
The representation 'IT of G is called irreducible if the only closed G-invariant subspaces of X('IT) 
are X('!T) and {O}. The set of all irreducible unitary representations of G,. (more precisely, of all 
equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G) is denoted by G. 
We can identify the group K with the group S0(2) of matrices 
uo := [-:: : :], fJeR. 
It c~ be shown that the three pairs ( G,K) as considered above share the following property: For each 
'!TEG there is a subset I of Z and an orthonormal basis { edkeI of X('IT) such that 
'IT(u8 )ek = eikB ek> kel, fJeR. 
" Otherwise stated: For each 'ITEG the restriction of 'IT to K is multiplicity free. 
" Definition. Let 'ITEG and denote the inner product on X('IT) by(.,.). Suppose that e0 occurs in X. 
Then 
#g) : = ('IT(g)eo, eo), geG, (3.1) 
denotes the spherical function '[> for the pair ( G,K) and the representation 'IT. If, for some k E Z, ek also 
occurs in X then 
'[>k(g) := ('IT(g)eo,ek), geG, (3.2) 
denotes an associated spherical function for (G,K) and 'IT. 
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Note that<[> and <f>k are right invariant with respect to K, so they can be considered as functions on 
G / K. Moreover, the spherical function<[> is left invariant with respect to K. 
For each group G as considered above there is a one-parameter subgroup A = { a1 heR of G such 
that we have the Cartan decomposition G = KAK, i.e., each g E G can be written as g = k 1 a1k2 for some 
kI>k 2 EK and tEIR. Now it can be shown that, after possibly rescaling of {a1}, the associated spheri-
cal functions <f>k, when restricted to A, only change by a constant factor if k is replacaj,.by - k and 
that, up to a constant factor, <f>k(a1) with k;;..:O equals 
Jk(>-..t) for some AEIR or 
Pli-'h (eh t) for some AEIR U [-1hi, 1hi] or 
P:(cost) for some nEZ+, 
according to whether G=J0(1R2), S00(1,2) or S0(3). These are essentially the left hand sides of 
(2.16), (2.17) and (2.18). So, roughly stated, we have 
(3.3) 
where Pk is an orthogonal polynomial with respect to a measure which is the Fourier transform of 
t i-+ </>( a1 ). 
In Badertscher and Koomwinder [6] it is shown that, with e0,ek and Pk as above, we have 
ek = const. pk(i d / dt) rr{a1) eo I 1 =O (3.4) 
(the function t i-+rr(a1) e0 : IR~X is C 00 ). Hence, in view of (3.1) and (3.2), we get 
<[>k(g) = const. Pk(i d / dt)</>(a-1g) I 1 =o' geG, 
which implies (3.3). Formula (3.50) provides us with an explicit right-invariant differential operator 
on G which sends the spherical function <[> to the associated spherical function <f>k. 
In the case that G is an arbitrary connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a 
maximal compact subgroup, Helgason [17, section 4] has a definition of associated spherical function 
(there called generalized spherical function) which generalizes our definition (3.2) and it is proved in 
[ 17, Theorem 4.1] that, under certain conditions for the corresponding representation, there exists a 
right-invariant differential operator on G which sends the spherical function to the associated spheri-
cal function. However, Helgason does not specify this differential operator in any sense. 
4. Integral transforms mapping systems of orthogonal polynomials onto each other 
It follows from (2.11) and (2.15) that 
Tk(thy)(chy)-iX-'h = const.fk(1hi d / dy; 1.4+1hiA, lf.i-1hiA) (chy)-;>--'h. 
Take Fourier transforms on both sides and use [12, 1.5(26)]. It follows that 
00 J Tk(thy)(chy)-;X-'h eiµy 4Y = const.f(1h(iµ+iA+ 1h)) 
-oo 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
It is clear from the orthogonality relations for the Chebyshev and continuous symmetric Hahn poly-
nomials that the functions 
y i-+ Tk(thy)(chy)-i>--'h, k =0, 1,2, · · · 
form an orthogonal basis of L2(1R,t{y) and the functions 
7 
p.i-+r('h(iµ.+i>, +'h)) r('h(-iµ.+iA +'h))Pk('hµ.; 14+ 'hiA, 1/.i-'h01.), k =O, 1,2, ... 
an orthogonal basis of L 2(R.,dµ.) and that the Fourier transform maps the first basis onto the second 
basis. 
More generally there is an identity of type ( 4.2) for Gegenbauer polynomials 
(2a)k 
Cf(x) := ~1F1(-k,k+2a;a+'h;'h-'hx), (4.3) 
which are orthogonal on (-1,1) with respect to the weight function xi-+(l-x2)a-1h. We have (cf. [6]) 
00 f [Cf(thy)(chy)-o,-a-1/z]eil'Y dy = const. r('h(iµ.+iA+a+Ih)) 
-oo 
·x r('h( -iµ.+iA. +a+ 'h)) Pk('hµ.; 1/.i +'ha+ 'hiA, 1/.i +'ha- 'hiA). (4.4) 
Here the functions of y occurring in square brackets at the left hand side form an orthogonal basis of 
L 2(R,dy), while the functions ofµ. at the right hand side form an orthogonal basis of L 2(R,dµ.), and 
the two bases are mapped onto each other by the Fourier transform. 
A much more elementary result of this type is the well-known formula 
00 
(2w)-1/z J Hk(y)e-lfzl eil'Y dy = i-k Hk(µ.)e-1hl'2 , (4.5) 
-oo 
2 
where Hk is the Hermite polynomial, orthogonal on R with respect to the weight function y 1-+ e -y . 
Actually, (4.5) can be obtained as a limit case of (4.4). Just replacey by a-lfzy andµ. by alfzµ. in (4.4) 
and let a-H.lO. Schematically we display the result in Table 1 below. 
Gegenbauer 
polynomial 
I 
I 
v 
Hermite 
polynomial 
Founer 
I 
v 
Fourier 
continuous symmetric 
Hahn polynomial 
I 
v 
Hermite polynomial 
Table 1 
There is a further generalization of (4.4) which takes the Jacobi function transform of Jacobi 
polynomials rather than the Fourier transform of Gegenbauer polynomials. Jacobi polynomials are 
given by 
(a+ l)n p~a,JI)(x) : = 1 2F1(-n, n +a+ ,8+ l; a+ 1; 'h(l - x) ), n =O, 1,2, · · ·. (4.6) n. 
For a,,8>-1 these are orthogonal polynomials on (-1, 1) with respect to the weight function 
xi-+(1-xt(l+xf. 
Jacobi functions are defined by 
<Pka,/I)(t) : = 2F1('h(a+ ,8+ l +iA), 'h(a+ ,8+ 1-iA); a+ I; -sh 2 t). 
We will always assume that a> - I and ,8 ER U iR. Let 
Aa,p(t) := (2sht)2a+I (2cht)2P+ 1• 
Then <Pka,/I) is an even C 00 -function on R which satisfies 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
8 
and 
[ 
d2 + !l.'a,p(t) ~ + A2+(a+Jl+1)2] cp(a,/J)(t) = 0 
dt 2 !l.a,p(t) dt X ' 
and <Pka,fJ) is uniquely defined by these properties. Let 
·- . 2a+,8+I-O.I'(a+l)f(i'A) 
Ca,p(A.) · - f(1h(i'A +a+ p+ 1)) f(1h(i'A +a-P+ 1)) 
Then, for a>-1, jlE[-a-1,a+ l]UiR we have the integral transform pair 
00 
g('A) = J f (t) <Pka,,B)(t) !l.a,p(t) dt 
0 
00 
f (t) = (2'1T)-l J g('A)<Pka,,B)(t) I Ca,p(A) 1-2 d'A 
0 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
This establishes a 1-1 correspondence between the space of even C 00 -functions on R with compact 
support and its image under the Fourier-cosine transform, as characterized by the classical Paley-
Wiener theorem. The mapping f i-+ g (which we call the Jacobi function transform) extends to an 
isometry of Hilbert spaces between L 2(R+, !l.a,p(t)dt) and L 2(R+, (2'1T)- 1 ICa,,e('A)1-2 d'A). In the 
case that a>-1 and Ip I >a+ 1, (4.12) remains valid except that we have to add to the right hand 
side of the second formula a term 
~AED • .11 g('A)da,,B(A), 
where the finite subset Da,,8 of iR+ and the weights da,p('A) can be explicitly given. See [21], [24] and 
[16, Appendix l] for further details about Jacobi functions. 
Noteworthy special cases of Jacobi functions are 
<Pk-'h.,-'h.)(t) = cos(At), 
..i.('h.,-'h.)(t) = sin('At), 
'l'X 'Asht 
<Pko,-'h.)(t) = P;>.-'h.(cht). 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Thus, for P= -1h, (4.12) reduces to the Fourier-cosine transform pair if a= -1h, to the Fourier-sine 
transform pair if a=1h and to the Mehler-Pock transform pair if a=O. 
As a generalization of ( 4.4) we now want to evaluate 
00 J [(thtt+'h. (cht)-6-il'-l p~a,6)(1-2th 2 t)] 
0 
X [ f(1h(a+,B+l+i~~i~~lh(a-,B+l+i'A)) (sht)a+'h.(cht).B+'h.cpka,fJ)(t)l dt, (4.16) 
where jl,A,µER and a,8>-1. Indeed, (4.16) reduces to the left hand side of (4.4), up to a constant 
factor, if P= - 1h, a=+1h and 8 is replaced by a-1h. (Use (4.13),(4.14) and the quadratic transfor-
mations for Jacobi polynomials.) 
Let moreover I p I >a+ 1 in ( 4.16). In view of the orthogonality relations for Jacobi polynomi-
als and the isometry property of the Jacobi function transform, the functions of 'A defined by (4.16) 
for n =O, 1,2, · · · will form an orthogonal basis of L 2(R + ). One can evaluate ( 4.16) ( cf. [26]) as 
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·t f(Yi(a+ p+ 1+i'A))f(1h(a-P+1+i'A))f(Yi(8+iµ+1+i'A))f(Yi(8-iµ+1 +i'A)) 
cons. f(i'A) 
X Wn(1,4'A2 ; Yi(8+iµ+ 1), Yi(8-iµ+ 1), Yi(a+P+ 1), Yi(a-p+ 1)), (4.17) 
where 
Wn(x 2 ; a,b,c,d') : = (a +b)n (a +c)n (a +d')n 
X F [-n,n+a+b+c+d-I,a+ix,a-ixl 1] 
4 3 a+b,a+c,a+d 
(4.18) 
is a Wilson polynomial, a polynomial of degree n in x 2 (cf. Wilson [34] except for the standardized 
notation which is taken from Askey and Wilson [4, Appendix]). If the parameters a,b,c,d all have 
positive real parts and if theI are all real or one or both pairs of them consist of complex conjugates 
then the functions x 1-+ Wn(x ) form a complete orthogonal system of functions on R + with respect to 
the weight function 
I 
f(a +ix)f(b +ix)f(c +ix)f(d +ix) 12 
x 1-+ f (2ix) · 
So we have the identity 
(4.16) = (4.17), 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
where the constant in (4.17) is independent of 'A, but does depend on n,a,p,8,µ. Observe that the 
orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials and the isometry property of the Jacobi function transform 
imply the orthogonality relations for the Wilson polynomials. On the other hand the isometry pro-
perty of the Jacobi function transform is implied by the orthogonality properties for the Jacobi and 
Wilson polynomials. 
If I PI >a+ I then one of the parameters of Wn in (4.17) becomes negative. Then the discrete 
terms in the inversion formula for the Jacobi function transform will correspond to discrete com-
ponents of the orthogonality measure for the Wilson polynomials. These discrete mass points do 
indeed occur if one of the four parameters in (4.18) is negative, cf. Wilson [34, (3.3)]. 
Just as ( 4.5) was a limit case of ( 4.4), we can take limits in the identity ( 4.20) by replacing t by 
8-'ht and 'A by 8'12>. and by letting 8-HXJ. Then both the Jacobi polynomials and the Wilson polyno-
mials tend to Lagu.erre polynomials, which are defined by 
(a+ I)n 
L:(x) : = 1 1Fi(-n, a+ I; x) (4.21) n. 
and which are orthogonal polynomials on R + with respect to the weight function x 1-+ x« e - x. Furth-
ermore, Jacobi functions tend to Bessel functions 
J (x) ·- (Yixt F (a+l · -l'x2) a . - f( a+ I) o 1 , 14 
and the Jacobi function transform pair to the Hankel transform pair 
00 
g('A) = j f (t)J a(N) (Al)y, dt 
0 
00 
f (t) = j g('A)J a(N)(N)y, d'A 
0 
The limit identity (cf. [26]) is 
00 j ta+lh e-1ht2 L:(t2)J a('At)(N)y, dt = (- l)n >.a+lh e-'hh2 L:(>-2). 
0 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
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This identity is quite classical, cf. [13, Vol.2, 8.9(3)]. 
We can summarize our results in Table 2 below. 
Jacobi 
polynomial 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
Laguerre 
polynomial 
Jacobi function 
transform 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
Hankel 
transform 
Wilson 
polynomial 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
Laguerre 
polynomial 
Table 2 
Remark. There is another limit case of (4.20), in which Jacobi polynomials, Jacobi functions and Wil-
son polynomials tend to Laguerre polynomials, Whittaker functions of the second kind and continu-
ous dual Hahn polynomials, respectively (cf. [26, §5]). 
5. The Askey scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials 
There are many indications that the Wilson polynomials, introduced in (4.18), are the most general 
orthogonal polynomials which can be written in terms of a pFq -hypergeometric function. In Table 3 
below we reproduce Askey's scheme of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials, as (almost) given in 
Askey and Wilson [4, Appendix]. The arrows denote limit transitions. Of course, shortcuts can be 
made in these limit transitions by at once going down more than one level. 
(a) Wilson Wn(x 2 ;a,b,c,d) (b) Racah Rn(A.(x);a,{J,y,6) 
I 
(c) Continuous dual 
Hahn Sn(x2 ;a,b,c) 
~ / (d) Continuous Hahn (e) Hahn (f) dual Hahn 
pAx :a,b,a,b) Qn(x ;a,{J,N) Rn(A(x);y,6,N) 
J/+X + 
(g) Meixner- (h) Jacobi (i) Meixner (j) Krawtchouk 
Pollaczek P~0>(x ;<}>) p~a,{I)(x) n(x ;{J,c) Kn(X ;p,N) 
~ L- ~ / 
(k) Laguerre L:(x) {l) Charlier Cn(x ;a) 
~/ 
(m) Hermite Hn(x) 
Table 3 
Let us give the explicit expressions and weight functions of the orthogonal polynomials in the 
Askey scheme. 
(a) Wilson polynomials. See (4.18), (4.19). 
(b) Racah polynomials. 
[
-n,n+a+,8+1, -x,x+y+8+1
1 
l 
Rn(A.(x); a,,B;y,8): = 4F3 a+ l, ,8+8+ l, y+ 1 1 , 
A(x):=x(x+y+8+1), ,8+8+1 = -N, n =0,1, ... ,N. 
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(5.1) 
The functions x 1-+Rn(A(x)) are orthogonal on {O, 1, ... ,N} with respect to weights which can be 
explicitly given. 
(c) Continuous dual Hahn polynomials. 
Sn(x2;a,b,c) := (a+b)n(a+c)n 3F2 [-n~~t:~·~c-ixl 1 ), (5.2) 
where a,b,c have positive real parts; if one of these parameters is not real then one of the other 
parameters is its complex conjugate. The functions x ..... Sn(x 2) are orthogonal on (0, oo) with respect 
to the weight function 
I 
f(a +ix)f(b +ix)f(c +ix) 12 
x ..... f(2ix) · (5.3) 
(d) Continuous Hahn polynomials. 
__ . (a+a)n(a+b)n F [-n,n+a+a+b+~-l,a+ix1 1 ] Pn(X; a,b,a,b) : = ln 1 3 2 +- +b ' n. a a,a (5.4) 
where a,b have positive real part. The polynomials Pn are orthogonal on IR with respect to the weight 
function x ..... I f(a +ix )f(b +ix) 12 • In Askey and Wilson [4, Appendix] only the symmetric case 
(a,b >0 or a =b) of these polynomials occurs. Under these restrictions on a,b, the polynomials (5.4) 
reduce to (2.14), up to a constant factor. The general continuous Hahn polynomials were discovered 
by Atakishiyev and Suslov [5]. See Askey [2] for notation, but read a +ix instead of a - ix in his for-
mula (3). 
(e) Hahn polynomials. 
Q(x·a,BN)·= F [-n,n+a+,8+l,-xl1] 
n ' ' ' • 3 2 a+l, -N ' n =0,1, ... ,N, (5.5) 
orthogonal on {O, 1, ... , N} with respect to the weights 
X1-+ [a~x] [NN~;,8]. (5.6) 
(t) Dual Hahn polynomials. 
Rn(x(x +a+,8+ l); a,,8,N) := 3F2 [-x 'xa'.f.J.;~tl' -n 11 ), n =O, 1, ... ,N, (5.7) 
i.e., as (5.5) but with n and x interchanged. The functions x 1-+Rn(x(x +a+,8+ 1)) are orthogonal on 
{0,1, ... ,N} with respect to weights which can be explicitly given. 
(g) Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials. 
p~a>(x;cp) := ein<f>2F1(-n,a+ix;2a;l-e-2i<1>), a>O, O<cp<'lT, 
orthogonal on R with respect to the weight function x ..... e<2<t>-.,,)x I f(a +ix) 12 • 
(h) Jacobi polynomials. See (4.6). 
(i) Meixner polynomials. 
(5.8) 
12 
Mn(x;/J,c) := 2F1(-n, -x;/J;l-c- 1), O<c<l, /1>0, 
orthogonal on Z + with respect to the weights x i-+ (/J)x ex / x !. 
(i) Krawtchouk polynomials. 
Kn(x;p,N) := 2F1(-n, -x;-N;p-1), O<p<l, n =0,1, ... ,N, 
orthogonal on {O, 1, ... ,N} with respect to the weights 
X I-+ ( ~ ]Px (1-p)N-x. 
(k) Laguerre polynomials. See ( 4.21 ). 
(I) Charlier polynomials. 
Cn(x;a) := 2Fo(-n, -x;-a- 1), a>O, 
orthogonal on Z+ with respect to the weights x i-+ax / x ! . 
(m) Hermite polynomials. 
Hn(x) := (2xt 2Fo(-Vin, 1/2(1-n);-x-2), 
2 
orthogonal on R with respect to the weight function x i-+e-x • 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
Note that the number of parameters on which the families of orthogonal polynomials depend, 
declines from 4 to 0 as· one goes down in Table 3. The families in the left half of the table (including 
the Hermite polynomials) have continuous weight functions, while the ones in the right half have 
discrete orthogonality measure. Jacobi, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials are the hard-core classical 
orthogonal polynomials, but most of the other families also have a long history. Only Wilson, Racah, 
continuous Hahn and continuous dual Hahn polynomials are recent inventions. See Andrews and 
Askey [l] for more information about the concept "classical orthogonal polynomial". 
The limit behaviour as shown in Table 3 is oversimplified, since, in fact, there are three types of 
Wilson polynomials Wn(x 2; a,b,c,d) (cf. (4.18)), namely the type (a,b,c,d), where a,b,c,d are real, the 
type (a,a,c,d), where c,d are real, and the type (a,a,c,C), where we have two pairs of complex conju-
gates. (Of course there are overlaps.) There are also two types of continuous dual Hahn polynomials 
Sn(x 2 ; a,b,c) (cf. (5.2)): the type (a,b,c) with a,b,c real and the type (a,a,c). With this refinement the 
left half of Table 3 can be rewritten as Table 4 below. 
Each system of orthogonal polynomials Pn(x) in the Askey scheme can be considered as an 
orthogonal basis {pn} of some Hilbert space. After trivial transformations these Hilbert spaces take 
the form L 2(R), L 2(Z+) or L 2({1, ... ,N}). Expansion of an arbitrary element of the Hilbert space 
in terms of the basis can be considered as an isometry of L 2(R) or L 2(Z+) onto L 2(Z+) or of 
L 2({1, ... ,N}) onto itself. The limit transitions in Tables 3 and 4 can now be considered as taking 
weak limits of the isometries. Sometimes the two Hilbert spaces do not change in this limit transition, 
but sometimes they do, cf. in Table 3: 
(e)~(i), (f)~(i), (j)~(l) and (e)~(h) (from L 2({1, ... ,N}) to L 2(Z+) once or twice); 
(e)~(h) (from L 2({1, ... ,N}) to L 2(R)); 
(l)~(m) and (i)~(k) (from L 2(Z+) to L 2(R)). 
Schematically the possibilities for types of isometries and limit transitions are given in Table 5 below. 
This table strongly suggests that isometries of L 2(R) onto itself might also be obtained as limit 
cases of isometries occurring in the Askey scheme. The following example shows that this is indeed 
possible, at least formally. We have 
[
-n, 1h(a+/1+ l)+iA, 1h(a+/J+ 1)-iA I l 
n~ 3F2 1h(a+/1+ l)+nsh - 2t, a+ 1 1 
(al) Wilson 
(a,b,c,d) 
~ 
(cl) Cont. dual 
Hahn (a,b,c) 
L 2({0, 1, ... ,N}) 
' 
' 
' 
(a2) Wilson 
(a,a,c,d) 
~ 
( c2) Cont. dual 
Hahn (a,a,c) 
~ 
(g) Meixner-
Pollaczek 
(a3) Wilson 
(a,a,c,C) 
~ 
(d) Continuous 
Hahn 
i 
(h) Jacobi 
~i 
(k) Laguerre 
(m) Hermite 
L2({0,l, ... ,N}) 
= 2F1(1h(a+,8+ l)+i;\, l/2(a+ ,8+ 1)-i;\; a+ 1; -sh 2t), 
13 
~ 
Table 4 
Table 5 
where the limit is taken formally by power series expansion and termwise limits. Hence, in view of 
(5.2) and (4.7) we obtain 
S (lf.i;\2 • l/2(a+ a+ 1) nsh - 21 1/2(a- a+ 1)) lim n ' fJ ' - ' fJ = c/>ka,ff>(t), 
n-+oo (1h(a+ ,8+ l)+nsh 2t)n (a+ l)n 
(5.14) 
i.e., Jacobi functions are limits of continuous dual Hahn polynomials. In §7 we will find many more 
examples of unitary integral transforms with hypergeometric kernel as limits of hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomial transforms and we will be able to give an extension of the Askey scheme such 
that these integral transforms are also incorporated. Moreover, in §6 we will find isometries of L 2(Z) 
and L 2(Z+) which are of hypergeometric but not of orthogonal polynomial type. 
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6. Orthogonal special functions from group theory: two fundamental constructions 
Let G be a Lie group and 'TT a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space X('IT) (cf. §3). Let Hand 
L be closed subgroups of G and suppose that the restrictions of 'TT to H and L are multiplicity free. 
Then we can write 'TT restricted to H as a direct sum or integral of irreducible representations y of H 
uniquely, and similarly for 8, cf. Table 6 below. 
G,'TT 
/ 
H,y L,8 
Table 6 
In the very special situation that all these representations y of H and 8 of L are one-dimensional, we 
have two orthonormal bases for X('IT) (in the ordinary sense in case of a direct sum and in the general-
ized sense, with dispibution vectors, in case of a direct in~gral). We write these bases as {v.,,,y} with y 
in some subset of H and { w .,,,8 } with 8 in some subset of L, such that 
'TT(h)v.,,,y = y(h)v.,,,y, 'TT(l)w.,,,ll = 8(/)w.,,,lJ. (6.1) 
There are now two ways to construct orthogonal special functions adapted to the group G and its 
subgroups H and L. 
Method I. 
A A A 
cpY·8(g, 'TT) : = ('TT(g)v.,,,y, w.,,,8), gEG, 'ITEG, yEH, 8EL (6.2) 
Here y,8 are considered as parameters which are held fixed, while we get orthogonality and dual 
orthogonality with respect to the variables g and 'IT, respectively. In case of a compact group G, 
orthogonality of the functions cpY·6(. ,'TT) is just the Schur orthogonality for matrix elements of irreduci-
ble representations and completeness of the system follows from the Peter-Weyl theorem. In case of a 
noncompact group G, the integral transform with cpY·8(g,'1T) as kernel is a specialization of the Fourier 
transform on the group and the inversion formula is a particular case of the Plancherel formula on 
the group. Part of the game in all these cases is the restriction of cpY·8(. ,'TT) to a suitable subset of G 
which (for the particular y,8) already completely determines the function. If this subset can be 
identified with a subset of Euclidean space and the essential part of the Haar measure for G can be 
determined on this subset, then we have made the identification of the orthogonal system (6.2) with a 
system which can be described without group theoretic terminology. 
If v.,,,y and w.,,,8 are generalized elements of X('TT) then the inner product in (6.2) can be given a 
meaning as a distribution by testing it against C 00 -functions /with compact support on G. This test-
ing yields ('TT(j)v.,,,y' w.,,,lJ), then 'TT(j)v.,,,y is a C 00 -vector and its inner product with the distribution 
vector w .,,,8 is well-defined. 
Method Il 
A A A 
i[P·"'(y,8) : = ('TT(g)v.,,,y' w.,,,lJ), gEG, 'ITEG, yEH, 8EL (6.3) 
Now g and 'TT are held fixed as parameters, while y and 8 are the variables with respect to which 
orthogonality and dual orthogonality are obtained. Note that {'TT(g)v.,,,y} and {w.,,,8 } are both (gen-
eralized) orthonormal bases of X('TT), so i[P·"'(y,8) is the matrix element or integral kernel of the unitary 
transformation which maps the one basis onto the other. 
Our requirement that the representations y and 8 are one-dimensional is too restrictive, although 
it is surprising how many special functions already come out with this assumption, mainly for 
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G=SL(2,R), SU(2) or J 0(R2). More generally we assume that we have two chains of closed sub-
groups and corresponding irreducible representations, cf. Table 7 below. 
G,'!T 
/ 
Table 7 
Here we assume that the representation Yi of H;, when restricted to Hi+ i. has a multiplicity free 
decomposition in terms of irreducible representations Yi+ 1 of Hi+ 1, and the irreducible representa-
tions Yp of Hp which occur are one-dimensional, and similarly for the other chain. Thus we obtain 
(generalized) orthonormal bases {v,.,,y,, ... ,y,} and {w,.,,6,, ... , 6,} for '.}(('IT) and we can write, on the one 
hand, 
rt.Y" ... 'y,;6,, ... ,6,(g 'TT) . = ('TT(g)v W ) 
Y ' • w;y1t ... ,y,, w,81, ••• ,89 , 
where y1, ••• , Yp, S1, ••• , Sq are considered as parameters, and, on the other hand, 
tfP·"'(Yi. ... ,yp;Si. ... ,Sq):= ('TT(g)v,.,,y,, ... ,y,,w,.,,6,, ... ,6), 
where g,'IT are considered as parameters. 
Let us discuss a number of special cases of the constructions I and II. 
A 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
la. Let K: = H = L be compact and let ( G,K) be a Gelfand pair, i.e., in each '!TE G the trivial represen-
tation I of K occurs at most once. Take y=S= I in (6.2). Then q,1•1(. ,'IT) becomes a spherical function 
for ( G,K), cf. (3.1 ). 
Th. Let K:=H1 =L1 be compact and takep =I, y1 =I in (6.4). Then q,
1
;
61
•••••
6
• becomes an associ-
ated spherical function for (G,K), cf. (3.2). 
le. Let Hand L be non-conjugate subgroups of G, let H be compact and take y= I =Sin (6.2). Then 
q,1•1(. ,'IT) is a so-called intertwining function for the triple (G,H,L). 
Id. Let Hi =Li (i = 1, ... ,p; p =q). Then q,Y" · · · ,y,;IJ,,. · · ' 6'(. ,'IT) as given by (6.4) denotes a (general-
ized) matrix element of 'IT with respect to the basis { v,.,,y,,. . .,y, }, with the dependence on g 
emphasized. 
Ila. Assumptions as in case Id. The function¥·"' in (6.5) is again a (generalized) matrix element of 'IT, 
but here with the dependence on y1, ••• , Yp and S1, ••• , SP emphasized. 
ITh. Let Hand L be non-conjugate subgroups. Then ¥·"' as given by (6.5) is called a mixed basis 
matrix element (possibly generalized) of 'IT. Note that, without loss of generality, we may assume g =e 
in (6.5). Then the functions 1/f•"' in (6.5) are called the overlap functions for the bases {v,.,,y,,. .. ,y,} 
and { w,.,,6,, ... ,6,} of '.}(('IT). 
The spherical function case la is already so rich that whole books can be written only about this 
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case. See for instance Helgason [18), Faraut [15) and Koomwinder [24). Let us here just make the 
observation that spherical functions always satisfy a product formula 
#$1>w)cp(g2,w) = J cp(g1kg2)dk (6.6) 
K 
with corresponding commutative positive convolution structure for the K-biinvariant functions on G 
and a linearization formula ~ 
(6.7) 
with c ( 'TT1> w2 , w3 );;i.O and corresponding positive dual convolution structure. If we can identify the 
spherical functions with special functions then we have, of course, also two positive convolution struc-
tures associated with the expansions in terms of these special functions. 
In case II we may have the situation of a third subgroup chain. In the simple situation we 
started with in this section, for instance, we may have a diagram as in Table 8 below and three 
corresponding (generalized) orthonormal bases { u,,.,p}, { v ,,., r} and { w ,,.,8 }. 
G,w 
/1'\ 
F,{3 H,y L,8 
Table 8 
Then the three functions of type (6.3) (with g =e) related to these bases satisfy an identity of the form 
(u,,.,p,w,,.,8 ) = fn (u,,.,p,v,,.,y)(v,,.,r>w,,., 8)dµ.(_y). (6.8) 
In section 7 we will meet concrete examples of this. 
Mixed case. There is a third way to obtain orthogonal systems from the inner products 
(77(g)v,,.,y,w,,.,8). Fix 77 and y as parameters and consider 
x"'·Y(g,8) := (w(g)v,,.,y,W'IT,ll). (6.9) 
We might as well fix w and some u EX(w) and then consider 
xf·"(g,r) := (77(g)u,v,,.,y), xI·"(g,8) := (w(g)u,w,,.,ll). (6.10) 
Then a Schur type orthogonality yields 
J xf·"(g, r)xf·"(g,8)dg = const.(w,,.,/J,v,,.,y)· (6.11) 
G 
Again we have produced an identity involving three orthogonal systems: two of mixed type and one 
of type II. It will tum out later that (4.16), (4.17) can be brought into this form. 
As an example of (6.2) versus (6.3) consider G: =SU(2), the group of 2X2 unitary matrices 
with determinant 1. (See Vilenkin [33, Ch. 3) as a reference for this example.) Let 
K:=H=L=U(I), the subgroup of diagonal matrices in SU(2). For each lEl/iZ+ there is, up to 
equivalence, a unique irreducible unitary representation T 1 of G with (21 +I)-dimensional representa-
tion space X(T1). We can choose an orthonormal K-basis (v_ 1,V-t+1> ••• , vt} of X(T1) such that 
T1(diag(e-'hilJ,e'hilJ))vn = einBvn, n = -1, -1+1, ... ,I. (6.12) 
Then (T1(g)vn.vm) as a function of gEG is already completely determined if we know it for g 
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restricted to the matrices 
. _ [cos Vzy - sin Vzy l 
Uy • - Sin 1hy COS l/2y . 
So write 
(6.13) 
Then the functions cpn,m (fitting into case Id) can be evaluated in terms of Jacobi polynomials (cf. 
(4.6)) by 
cpn,m(u TI)= [(/-m)!(l+m)! ]v. 
1
' (/-n)!(l+n)! 
X(sin 1hyyn-n(cosVzyyn+n Pf'!!.;;;n,m+n>(cosy), m +n,m -n;;;;i.O. (6.14) 
Orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials is here an immediate consequence of Schur's orthogonality 
relations for matrix elements of the inequivalent irreducible representations T 1• 
On the other hand, as was shown in [23, §2), the functions 1[11•1 (fitting into case Ila) can be 
evaluated in terms of Krawtchouk polynomials (cf. (5.10)) by 
1/J"Y•l(n,m) = [z i1m r [z ~nr 
X(- t)1+n (sin Yzo/)n +m +ii (cos Yzo/)-n -m Km +1(n +I ;sin 2 Vz1[!,2/). (6.15) 
The orthogonality of the Krawtchouk polynomials is now an immediate consequence of the fact that 
T1(u 1 ) is a unitary operator and the basis {vn} is orthonormal. 
It is possible to contract the group SU(2) such that it tends to the Euclidean motion group 
J 0(R2), while the subgroup U(I) of SU(2) becomes the subgroup S0(2) of J 0(R2) and the matrices 
u.., tend to the translations Ix· Then the irreducible representations T 1 of SU(2) also tend to an 
irreducible unitary representation 'IT">.. of J 0(R2) (cf. the representation 'IT of J 0(R2) which we met in 
section 3). The orthonormal basis { v _1, v -I+ i. ... , vI} of 'JQT1) tends to an orthonormal basis 
{vn}nez of 'JQ'1T"A) which behaves nicely with respect to the subgroup S0(2) of J 0(R2). We obtain, by 
taking limits in (6.14) or (6.15) that 
(6.16) 
where Jn +m is a Bessel function ( cf. (2.1)). When we emphasize the dependence on A,x in Jn +m(Ax) 
then we get the generalized orthogonal system which yields the integral kernel for the Hankel 
transform ( cf. ( 4.23)). However, when we emphasize the dependence on n and m then we get the 
extremely simple orthogonality relations 
00 
~ Jn+k(x)Jn+1(x) = 8k,l> k,IEZ, xER, (6.17) 
n=-oo 
which are not widely known, although they are hidden in the formula books. Indeed, start with 
(6.18) 
n=-oo 
(the Fourier series expansion implied by (2.2)). Hence 
n=-oo 
So, by Parseval's formula for Fourier series, 
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00 2.,, 
~ Jn +k(x)Jn +1(X) = (2'17')-I f eixsin<J> e-ik</> eixsin<J> e-il<J> dcp = 6k,l· 
n=-oo 0 
By (6.17) we have, for each XEIR, an orthonormal system {n~Jn+k(x)}keZ in L 2 (7L), which 
consists of 0F 1 -hypergeometric functions and is a limit case of the Krawtchouk polynomials, but is 
definitely not a system of orthogonal polynomials. Still it naturally fits into an extended concept of 
the Askey scheme. ~ 
One may wonder what else might be included in such an extended scheme. Here is another 
example, not (yet) coming from group theory. From the Jacobi polynomials we build two orthogonal 
bases of L2{(0, 1)). A simple computation yields the transition matrix: 
I J x'ha (I -x)'h{J p~a,fJ>(I-2x)x'ha (I -x)'h8 P}:·8>(I -2x)dx 
0 
(-It (ft+ I)n f(a+m + l)f(1h(p+6)+ 1)(-m +1h(ft-6)+ l)m 
n ! m ! f(a+1h(ft+6)+2+m) 
[
-n, n +a+P+6+ 1, 1h(ft+6)+ 1, 1h(p-6)+ 11 l 
X4F3 p+ 1, m +a+1h(ft+6)+2, -m +1h(ft-6)+ 1 1 · (6.19) 
This yields an orthogonal system on L 2(7L+) of hypergeo~etric but non-polynomial type. One can 
derive a limit case of (2.8) with Laguerre polynomials at the left hand side and a 3F 2 of argument 1 
at the right hand side. 
7. Orthogonal special functions related to the discrete series of SL(2,IR) 
The paper [7] by Basu and Wolf is a rich source of special functions related to representations of 
SL{2,IR) (the group of real 2X2 matrices of determinant 1). In particular, the special functions 
related to the discrete series of SL(2,IR), discussed in [7, section 3], are very neat, much related to the 
Askey scheme and a good illustration of the framework we developed in §6. I feel justified to repro-
duce here some of the formulas in [7], since the orthogonality properties, limit relations and 
identifications with known special functions are not much emphasized there. 
The discrete series representations Dt (k=1h,l,3/2, ···)of SL(2,IR) are realized in [7, (2.5)] 
as unitary representations on L2(1R + ): 
(Dt [: ! ]j)(r) := l f(s)e-i"'k b-1 (rs)'h 
(7.1) 
and, by taking the limit as b~O: 
(D;! [: ~ lj)(r) : = (sgna)2k I a 1-'h e'hia-1cr2 f (I a 1-1,), f EL2(1R+ ). (7.2) 
Further specializations of (7.1) and (7.2) yield: 
[
1 0 l 2 (Dt c 1 f)(r) = e'hicr f(r), /EL2(1R+), {7.3) 
{D;! [~ a~I ]j){r) = {sgna)2k la 1-'h/(la 1-1r), /EL2(1R+), {7.4) 
[
cos 1hy - sin l/2y l 00 (D;! sinlhy cos1hy f)(r) = [ f{s)ei"'k(sinlhy)- 1 (rs)'h 
Xe -'hi(cotg'hy)(r' +s'l J 2k _ i((sin l/2y)-l rs) dS', f EL 2(IRI + ), yr:£2'1T7L, 
(D{ [~ -~ ]j)(r) = l f(s)efrrkJ2k-1(rs)(rs)'hdS', jEL2(IRI+). 
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(7.5) 
(7.6) 
The transformation (7.1) is built up from the Hankel transform (7.6) (cf. (4.23)) and the elementary 
transforms (7.3) and (7.4) according to the Bruhat decomposition of SL(2,IRI): ~ [: !] [-~ -Z-·] [~ ~] [~ -~] p. ~]· ad-bc=l.b#). (7.7) 
Write G:=SL(2,IRI). There are three conjugacy classes of I-parameter subgroups in G: the par-
abolic, hyperbolic and elliptic ones. We choose representatives of these conjugacy classes as follows: 
parabolic : N : = { nc : = [ ! ~ ] 1 c E IRI}; 
[
e-'hfJ 0 l 
hyperbolic: H := {hp := 0 e'hP I ,8EIRI}; 
[
cos 1hy - sin 1hy l 
elliptic: K := {uy := sin1hy cosl/2y I yEIRI}. 
Following [7] we choose for L 2(IRl+)=X(D{) a generalized orthonormal N-basis {vf.P I pEIRI+} and 
H-basis {v/!,µ I µEIRI} and an orthonormal K-basis {vf.m Im =k,k + 1, · · · } such that 
D+(n )vN = eicp' vN k c k,p k,p• 
D+(h )vH = eiPµ.vH k p k,µ k,µ• 
D+(u )vK = eiym VK k y k,m k,m• 
pEIRI+, ncEN, 
µEIRI, hpEH, 
m=k,k+I,··· ,UyEK 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
Thus we are in the situation of Table 8 and the equations (7.8),(7.9),(7.10) are examples of (6.1). See 
Table 9 below. 
subgroups: 
labels of representations: 
corresponding 
basis vectors: 
For the N-basis we have 
vf.P := lJP, pEIRI+, 
N 
p 
vf.P 
G,D{ 
/ '\ 
H K 
µ m 
H vk,µ K vk,m 
where lJP denotes the delta distribution with support {P}. Then (7 .8) follows from (7 .3). 
For the H-basis we have 
v/!,µ(r) := 'lT-'h r-'h+2iµ, r>O, µEIRI. 
Then (7.9) follows from (7.2). 
Table 9 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
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For the K-basis we have an expression in terms of Laguerre polynomials: 
vK (r) · = [ 2(m -k)! ] ~ r2k-~ e-~r2 L2k- 1(r 2) m =k k + 1 · · · k,m · (m+k+l)! m-k ' , , (7.13) 
Then (7.10) can be obtained from the following generalization of (4.24) (cf. [13, 8.9(5)]): 
Joo ta+~e-~t' La(t2)e~i(cotgy)(t'H'>Ja(~)~dt O n Slll ~'Y Slll 1/2y 
= (- l)n ei<w-y)(n +~a+~> Aa+~ e-~' L::(A2). (7.14) 
Consider now the matrix elements (Dt(g)vf,x,, vf.x) and mixed basis matrix elements 
(Dt(g)vf,~,, vf,x), where L,L' are two of the subgroups N,H,K and where k and g are held fixed as 
parameters, while the orthogonality is considered in the labels A,A' of the subgroup representations ( cf. 
cases Ila and Ilb of §6). In Table 10 below we summarize which orthogonal special functions arise in 
this way. 
Dt(g)vf,p' Dt (g)v/!,,,., Dt (g)vf.m• 
vf.P Bessel functions Laguerre functions Laguerre 
(Mellin if g = e) polynomials 
v/! ,p. Meixner-Pollaczek Meixner-Pollaczek 
functions polynomials 
vf.m Meixner polynomials 
Table 10 
Let us quote these results more explicitly from the paper by Basu and Wolf. In each of the following 
a b 
formulas g denotes the matrix element <c d) of G. 
N-N matrix elements: Bessel functions: 
(Dt (g)vf,p' 'vf,P) = e-iwk b-1 (pp')~ e~ib-'(dp'+ap'') J 2k-I (b-1 pp'), b=:f=O. (7.15) 
This follows immediately from (7 .11) and (7. I). The corresponding integral transform is essentially 
the Hankel transform. 
H-H matrix elements: Meixner-Pollaczek functions: 
(Dt (g)v!!,,,., , v!!,,,.) = elementary factors X 2F 1 (k -iµ, k +iµ'; 2k; (ad)- 1 ). (7.16) 
We call the right hand side, in its dependence on µ or µ', a Meixner-Pollaczek function because it 
bears the same relationship to Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials (cf. (5.8)) as Jacobi functions do to 
Jacobi polynomials (cf. (4.7),(4.6)). The corresponding unitary integral transform does not seem to be 
widely known in literature. 
K-K matrix elements: Meixner polynomials: 
a2+b2+c2+d2-2 (Dt(g)vfm', vfm) =elementary factors X Mm-k(m'-k, 2k; 2 2 2 2 ). 
' ' a +b +c +d +2 
(7.17) 
N-H mixed basis matrix elements: Laguerre functions: 
(Dt (g)v/!,,,., vf,p) = elementary factors X 1F 1(k +iµ; 2k; -(2ab)- 1 ip2), a,b=:f=O. (7.18) 
Consider, for each µEIR, the right hand side as a function of p. It bears the same relationship to 
Laguerre polynomials as Jacobi functions do to Jacobi polynomials. The limit case of (7.18) for g~e 
follows from (7.11) and (7.12): 
(7.19) 
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This is the integral kernel of the Mellin transform, which is, by a trivial change of variables, just the 
Fourier transform. 
N-K mixed basis matrix elements: Laguerre polynomials. 
In view of the Iwasawa decomposition G =NHK, these matrix elements, in their dependence on g, are 
already determined when they are given for gEH. As H acts quite trivially on vf,P (in view of 
(7.4),(7.11)), it is sufficient to consider the matrix element at g =e. By (7.13) this equals ~ 
(vf,m, vf,p) = vf,m(P) = elementary factors X L;f'_-k1(p2). (7.20) 
H-K mixed basis matrix elements: Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials: 
(ac +bdf-1 (Dt (g)vf m, v/!11.) = elementary factors X Pf:Lk(p,; 1harccos( 2 )). 
' ' (ac +bd) + 1 
(7.21) 
Some remarks can be made at this stage. Of the six cases just discussed there are three orthogo-
nal polynomial cases (K-K, K-H and K-N), in correspondence with the fact that K is the only compact 
group among K,H,N. The matrix elements satisfy second order differential equations in the p-variable 
but second order difference equations in the µ- and m-variables, where the differences in the case of µ 
are taken in imaginary direction. In case of a second order differential equation (first row of Table 
10), the spectral theory of differential equations with regular singularities can be used, but, in particu-
lar in the H-H case, there is missing an analogous spectral theory of second order difference equa-
tions. 
Both the conjugacy class of elliptic and of hyperbolic subgroups have N in their closure: 
[
A'h. 0 l [cos(c'A) -sin(c'A) l [A'h. 0 i-l [ cos(c'A) -'Asin(c'A) l 
0 'A-'h. sin(c'A) cos(c'A) 0 ')l_-'h. = 'A- 1sin(c'A) cos(c'A) 
and 
[ 
1hv'2'A'h. - 1!2v'2'A'h. l [eAf: O l [ 1hv'2'A'h. -1hv'2'A'h. l-l [ ch(c'A) 'Ash(c'A) l 
1hv'2'A-'h. 1hv'2'A-'h. 0 e-Af: 1hv'2'A-'h. V2v'2'A-'h. = 'A- 1sh(c'A) ch(c'A) 
tend both to [! ~] as "Aio. There are corresponding limit transitions for the matrix elements of Dt 
with respect to the various subgroups. We display this in Table 11 below. 
Of course, the various matrix elements encountered here offer ample illustration of formula 
(6.8). In particular, we obtain integral transforms sending Laguerre or Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials 
to polynomials of similar kind. Moreover, the various cases are connected by limit transitions, cf. 
Table 12 below. 
By (7.19) the Laguerre function transform simplifies into the Mellin transform for g =e. That partic-
ular case in Table 12 then corresponds to the well-known formula 
oo I -in</> 
f n. e -'h.x(l +icotg</>) a L2a-l ( ) -1-iA d 
0 
(2a)n e X n X X X 
= e<ia-;\)(<f>-'h.'lT) (2sin<J>f-iA f(a -i'A)P~a)('A;<J>). (7.22) 
8. Group theoretic interpretations of Halm and Racah polynomials 
Hahn polynomials have a group theoretic interpretation as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for SU (2). 
We can understand these coefficients as overlap coefficients for bases with respect to two different 
subgroup reductions of SU(2)XSU(2). Let T1 be the (21 +I)-dimensional irreducible unitary 
representation of SU(2) (cf. end of §6). Denote the (I-dimensional) irreducible representations of the 
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M-P function M-P polynomial Meixner polynomial 
Laguerre 
function 
~/ 
Laguerre 
polynomial 
~/ 
Bessel 
function 
Mellin 
M-P function 
Table 11 
M-P polynomial 
(K-H) ... E~------tr-an-sf-o-~-(H--H)----~ 
v 
Laguerre 
polynomial (K-N) 
I 
v 
Laguerre function 
transform (N-H) 
I 
M-P polynomial 
K-H 
v v 
""""- Hankel ~-~-~--------------=~ Laguerre 311 polynomial (K-N) 
transform (N-N) 
Table 12 
subgroup U(l) of SU(2) by 8n: 
8n(diag(e-YziO,eYzi/J)) := ein/J, nE 1hZ. (8.1) 
For SU(2)XSU(2), together with its irreducible unitary representations T1' ®T1', Table 13 below 
presents two subgroup reductions similar to Table 7. 
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SU(2)XSU(2), T1' ©T1' 
~ 
diag(SU(2)XSU(2)), T1 
I 
diag(U(l)X U(l)), fij 
Table 13 
There are corresponding orthonormal bases {v1,,t,;j,,j,} and {w1,,t,;t,j} of '.JC(T1' ©T1'). Consider the 
overlap coefficients (cf. case lib in §6) 
.,,1 .. 1,(j . ·/ ") . - ( ) 
't' 1•}2• ,j .- Wf,,12 ;/,j, Vt,,f,;j,,j, • 
It turns out that these overlap coefficients vanish if J=l=h + )2, so we can fix j as a parameter, put 
h: = j - j 1 and only consider 
.,,1,,t,,j(j /) · = (w · v · · · ) 
't' 1' • l,,l,;l,j' f,,l,;j,,J-11 . 
By construction, the left hand side yields the matrix coefficient of a unitary matrix. It is usually 
denoted by 
c1,,1,,1 • _ ( ) . _ . + . j,,j,,j • - Wf,,12 ;/,j, Vt,,/2 ;j,,j, , } - } I }2• 
a so-called Clebsch-Gordan coefficient or (with slightly different notation) a 3}-symbol. 
evaluated as 
I I I [-/1 +12 -I, -/1 +12+I+1, -/1 + }1 I l cj;:j~:j =elementary factors X 3F2 -li+l2+j+l,-2/i 1 ' 
/1 -/2 :s;;,,j:s;;,_/2-/1 :s;;,_/:s;;,_/1 +12; -/1 :;;;;,.Ji :s;;,_/1; Ji+ h = j. 
(8.2) 
It can be 
(8.3) 
By symmetries the general case can be reduced to (8.3). It follows from (8.3) and (5.5) that we have 
obtained Hahn polynomials: 
c:gg,_~;fnta_+/J-,'Jri+'1c~'f;.t!J._/J) = elementary factors X Qn(X; a,{J,N). (8.4) 
The row and column orthogonality of the Clebsch-Gordan matrix yield the orthogonality relations for 
Hahn and dual Hahn polynomials. See, for instance, Vilenkin [33, Ch.3] and Koomwinder [22) for a 
more detailed treatment of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Racah polynomials (cf. (5.1)) were first obtained when it was recognized that the Racah 
coefficients for SU(2) can be expressed in terms of orthogonal polynomials (see Wilson [34)). Racah 
coefficients are the overlap coefficients for certain subgroup reductions of SU(2)XSU(2)XSU(2). 
Write 
G1 XG2 XG3 : = SU(2)XSU(2)XSU(2), 
G;,j : = diag(G; X Gj), i=/=j, 
G0 := diag(G1 XG2XG3), 
K 0 : = diag(U(l)X U(l)X U(l)). 
Use again the irreducible unitary representations T1 of SU(2) and fij of U(I). Then we have three 
subgroup reductions for the irreducible unitary representations T1' © T1' © T1' of G 1 X G2 X G3 as 
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given in Table 14 below. 
Table 14 
There are three corresponding orthonormal bases u1,,1,,1,;1,.2,10 ,j, v1,,1,,1,;1~,,10 ,j, w1,,12,1,;1,,,,10 ,j. Now con-
sider 11,li.lJ,10 as parameters and define the Racah coefficients or 6)-symbols as the overlap coefficients 
(8.5) 
These coefficients can be expressed in terms of 4Frhypergeometric functions of argument 1, and can 
next be written in terms of Racah polynomials (5.1). The row and column orthogonality of the Racah 
matrix yield the orthogonality relations for the Racah polynomials. See Biedenharn and Louck [8, 
Ch.3,§18] for the general theory of Racah coefficients and Wilson [34, §5] for a proof that these 
matrix coefficients can be expressed in terms of Racah polynomials. 
There is a fourth subgroup reduction from G 1 XG2 XG3 , T 1'®T12 ®T1' to K 0,8j via the inter-
mediate stage K 1 XK2 XK3, 8j1 ,8h,8j, (K; being the subgroup U(l) in G;). This determines an ortho-
normal basis { e1,,j1 ®e1,,h ®e1,,j,} (j 1 + h + h = j) for the representation space and we have 
x (e1 . ®e1 . ®e1 . Vt I I I I ·) h}I 2,)2 3,)3 ' I' z, 3; z.3, Ot} (8.6) 
(in the spirit of (6.8)). The two overlap coefficients occurring as factors in the sum at the right hand 
side of (8.6) can be written as products of two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and they must yield 
orthogonal systems. These orthogonal systems can be written as functions depending on two discrete 
variables which are products of elementary factors and two Hahrl polynomials. It would be interest-
ing to see if these functions coincide with the orthogonal polynomials in two variables built from 
Hahrl polynomials which are obtained by Dunkl [10, §4] in connection with harmonic analysis on the 
symmetric group. Anyhow, (8.6) shows that the two orthogonal systems of functions in two variables 
can be expanded in terms of each other by means of Racah coefficients. We will shortly meet other 
examples of this phenomenon. 
It is natural to expect similar group theoretic interpretations for continuous Hahrl and dual 
Hahrl polynomials and for Wilson polynomials. One might speculate about decompositions of two-
and threefold tensor products of representations of SL(2,R). As far as I know, it is still an open 
problem to find such interpretations. 
However, there is another group theoretic interpretation of Racah polynomials for which we 
know how to imitate it in the case of Wilson polynomials. This interpretation was earlier given in 
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[25, §4] and Nikiforov, Suslov and Uvarov [28, Ch.5, §3]. Let harm(n,p) be the space of spherical har-
monics of degree n on the unit sphere SP - I in !RP. Let 0 (p) be the group of real p X p orthogonal 
matrices and let 77C be the natural irreducible unitary representation of O(p) on harm(n,p). Consider 
in this way the representation 77C+q+r of O(p +q +r). We have three subgroup reductions as given 
in Table 15 below. 
O(p +q +r),77C+q+r 
~I~ 
O(p +q)XO(rr O(q +r)XO(p) O(r +p)XO(q) 
77!:,+q@77:; 77q+r@77P 77r+p10.77q 
. ~-·I./ .. ~ .. 
O(p)XO(q)XO(r),77C, ®77;{
2 
®77:;, 
Table 15 
Here 
Fix n,nJ>n 2 ,n3 in Table 15. Corresponding to the three subgroup reductions there are three 
orthonormal bases for 'X{77C +q +r) and the overlap coefficients turn out to be Racah coefficients again. 
This can be shown by realizing 77C+q+r as a representation on harm(n,p +q +r) and then giving 
explicit expressions for the three bases in terms of products of Jacobi polynomials. 
In fact, by iteration of [20, Theorem 4.2], we obtain that harm(n,p +q +r) is spanned by the 
functions 
!RP X IRq X IRr :J SP +q +r - I 3 (x y z) 1-+ ri,,n,,n, (x y z)YP (x) yq (y) yr (z) 
' ' Jn,m 3 ' ' n1 n2 n3 ' (8.8) 
where n 1'n2,n3 satisfy the inequalities (8.7), YC,, Y:f,, Y:;, are harmonic homogeneous polynomials of 
degree n1'n 2 ,n3, respectively, and 
ri,,n,,n,(xyz) :=(Ix 12+ IY 12)'h(m,-n,-n,) p('hq-_!+~,'hp-l+n,)(1-2 IY 12 ) 
Jn,m, ' ' 'h(m, n, ni) Ix 12+ IY 12 
xp<'hr-l+n,,'h(p+q)-l+m,)(l-2lz 12) XEIRP yEIRq ZEIRr Ix 12+ IY 12+ lz 12=1 
'h(n -m, -n,) ' ' ' ' ' (8.9) 
with p~a,/J) being a Jacobi polynomial. By cyclic permutation in (8.8),(8.9) we get, in correspondence 
with Table 15 two other families {gn,,n,,n, YP yq yr } and {hn,,n,,n, YP yq yr } of functions 
' n,m 1 n 1 n2 n3 n,m2 n1 n2 n3 
which span harm(n,p +q +r). 
Fix n i.n2,n3, YC,, Y:f,, Y:;, and write 
u: =I z 12' v: = IY 12• v: ='h(n -n1 -n2 -n3), µ: ='h(m3 -n1 -n2), 
µ':='h(m2-n3-n1), a:='hr-l+n3, {3:= 1hq-l+n2, y:=l/2p-l+n1. 
Then ri,,n,,n, (xy z) can be written as Jn,m1 ' ' 
P:,·f'Y(u,v) := PJ~~+y+2µ+I)(l-2u)(l-u)" Pf!·Y>(l-2 
1 
~u) 
and hn.,n,,n'(xy z) as 
n,m2 ' ' 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
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Computation of the overlap coefficients now amounts to expanding Q:,·fY in terms of the functions 
P a,p,y 11,µ • 
Observe that, for arbitrary a,/3,y>-1, both {P:,·~·1 }m=O,I, ... ,n and {Q:,;e·1 }m=0,1, ... ,n form 
an orthogonal basis of the space of all orthogonal polynomials of degree n on the triangular region 
{(u,v)eR2 I u,v, 1-u -v >0} with respect to the measure uavP(I -u -v)1 du dv. The two families are 
obtained by choosing two different ways of orthogonalizing monomials. (In fact, there arµhree such 
families, reflecting the symmetry of order three of the triangle.) 
Thus, for arbitrary a,/3, y> - 1 there is an expansion 
JI 
Qa,f!.Y(u v) = ~ ca,/J,Y, pa.P.Y(u v). 11,p. , ~ 11,µ,p. 11,p. , (8.12) 
p.=O 
The expansion coefficients are then obtained by elementary computations after putting u: =O in 
(8.12). The result is 
c~;f.'1: :=elementary factors X Rp.(J.L'(µ'+a+y+l);y,/3,-v-l,a+y+v+I), (8.13) 
where RP. is a Racah polynomial. This result was first obtained by Dunkl [11, Theorem 1.7] as a limit 
case of a similar formula for Hahn polynomials in two variables. 
Following the limit transitions in the Askey scheme (Table 3) we can take limits in (8.12) and 
(8.13). Thus we obtain that the two orthogonal bases 
(u, v)i-+L:-k(u)Lf(v) 
and 
(u,v)i-+L:~~+2m+I(u +v)(u +vr P!na,{J)(l-2_!!_+ ) 
u v 
for orthogonal polynomials of degree n on R + X R + with respect to the measure ua vP e -u -v du dv 
can be expanded in terms of each other with Hahn polynomials as coefficients. This was obtained by 
Suslov [30] in connection with the Schrodinger equation for the Coulomb problem. 
There are similar expansions for two orthogonal bases of the orthogonal polynomials on the 
unit disk with respect to the measure (1-x 2 -y2 )a dx dy (using symmetric Hahn polynomials) and for 
two orthogonal bases of the orthogonal polynomials on R2 with respect to the measure 
exp ( - x 2 -y2) dx dy (using symmetric Krawtchouk polynomials). 
9. Group theoretic interpretation of Wilson polynomials 
The group theoretic interpretation of Racah polynomials related to Table 15 in §8 admits a (formal) 
analytic continuation such that it becomes a group theoretic interpretation of Wilson polynomials. I 
will now summarize the results of [25, §5], where this interpretation was given. 
Let Hyp(p,q) := {(x,y)eRPXRq I - Ix 12 + IY 12 =1}, an hyperboloid, and denote by 
harm(A;p,q) the class of hyperboloid harmonics of degree iA-l/2(p +q)+ 1, i.e. the class of functions on 
Hyp(p,q) which are restrictions of C 00 -functions on {(x,y)eRPXRq I - Ix 12 + IY 12 >0} that are 
even, homogeneous of degree iA-1/i(p +q)+ 1 and annihilated by the differential operator 
a2 a2 a2 a2 
--+ ... +----- ... --· h2 h2 ~2 ~2 I p /I Jq 
Let O(p,q) be the group of linear transformations of RP +q which leave the form - Ix I 2 + IY 12 on 
RP XRq invariant. Then O(p,q) naturally acts on harm(A;p,q). If A>O then we can associate an 
irreducible unitary representation ,,.K.q of O(p,q) with this action (cf. Faraut [14]). 
Consider in this way the representation TK +q,r of O(p +q,r) on harm(A;p +q,r) . By formal 
analytic continuation of Table 15 one is led to three remarkable subgroup reductions of this 
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representation. See Table 16 below. 
O(p +q,r);rK+q,r 
O(p +q)XO(r) O(q,r)XO(p) O(p,r)XO(q) 
"£.i'®"~'iTc ~,f·'®"a 
O(p)XO(q)XO(r),'1T8®'1T{j®'IT6 
Table 16 
For simplicity we have restricted ourselves to the case that the representation of the subgroup 
O(p)XO(q)XO(r) at the bottom of Table 16 is trivial. (The representations 'IT in Table 16 are 
representations on spaces of spherical harmonics as in §8.) 
Now fix A>O and p,q,r in Table 16. The three subgroup chains determine three different (gen-
eralized) orthonormal bases for the O(p)XO(q)XO(r)-invariant elements in harm(A;p +q,r). These 
basis elements have explicit expressions which are analytic continuations of (8.8),(8.9) (with the Y-
factors trivial). In fact, the basis functions cf>A,m (m EZ+) with respect to the first subgroup chain and 
%.,,,. (µEIR+) with respect to the second subgroup chain are given, up to a constant factor, by 
%.,,,.(u,v) := cJ>k17f-l,iµ)(arcshu'h)(u + l)'hip.-'.4(q+r)+'h 
v'h 
X cJ>,,. (1/2q - 1, 1hr - 1 )( arcsh 'h ), (u + 1) 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
where (x,y,z) E Hyp(p +q,r) C !RP X!Rq X!Rr and u: =Ix 12, v: = IY 12. The functions p~a,f!) and 
cJ>ka,/J) are Jacobi polynomials (4.6) and Jacobi functions (4.7), respectively. 
The systems {<PA,mh.eR+.meZ+ and {%.,,,.h.,,,.eA+ can be viewed as generalized orthogonal bases 
for L 2 on (IR + )2 with respect to the measure 
u'hp-I v'hq-I (1 +u +v)'hr-I du dv. 
They are built as a kind of semidirect products from two orthogonal systems in one variable, just as 
the orthogonal polynomials (8.10),(8.11) on the triangle are built from Jacobi polynomials. This 
reduction to the one-variable case also makes it easy to invert the integral transform with (9.1),(9.2) as 
kernel. In (9.2) one of the contributing one-variable transforms is the Jacobi function transform 
(4.12) with /J imaginary. This case of the Jacobi function transform seemed to be unobserved before 
it occurred here. 
The overlap coefficients between the systems in (9.1) and (9.2) can be given by Wilson polyno-
mials: 
00 
%.,,,. = ~ elementary factors 
m=O 
X W: (IA 2 . p + 2iA , p - 2iA , q + r - 2 , q - r + 2 ) ,i. 
m '4/L ' 4 4 4 4 'l"A,m ' (9.3) 
with weak convergence, in analogy with (8.12) and (8.13). Essentially, the proof is also similar to that 
of (8.13), but much more complicated. Instead of restricting the arguments in (9.3) to one of the 
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boundary lines of (H + )2, one has to restrict arguments to a boundary line of (H + )2 at infinity, i.e., 
one has to study the asymptotics of (9.3) for (u,v) large. In this way the identity (4.16)=(4.17) can be 
interpreted as an asymptotic boundary case of (9.3) and the proof of (9.3) can be reduced to this 
identity. 
Remarks. 
1. The case p =q = 1 of (9.3) and its group theoretic interpretation were earlier obtained-'by Boyer 
and Ardalan [9]. 
2. One remarkable difference of (9.3) with (8.12) is that (8.12) restricted to u =O does not have an 
interpretation as a unitary transform between two orthogonal bases for L 2-spaces. 
3. There is a limit case of (9.100, (9.2), (9.3) in which%,,,. tends to a product of two Laguerre func-
tions (cf. (7.18)) and '1»..,m to a product of a Laguerre function and a Jacobi polynomial. The Wilson 
polynomial in (9.3) tends to a continuous Hahn polynomial. See Suslov [30]. 
4. There is a challenging problem left by Table 16: What are the overlap coefficients relating the 
second and the third subgroup chain in Table 16 to each other? They might be naturally called Wil-
son functions, but what are they like? Maybe of 4F 3-type, but probably of an even higher hyper-
geometric type. One may expect that everything in this paper can be obtained as a limit case of these 
yet virtual Wilson functions. 
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